Corev America
Standard Colors and Textured Finish Coatings
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The 40 standard
colors shown here are
among designers’
favorites for exterior
use in Corev textured
finish coatings over
china white
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EIFS, stucco, and
concrete surfaces.
patriotic white
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sea froth
silken pine

full moon
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Standard Colors

manchester tan
cameo white
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jumel peachtone
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desert tan
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dunmore cream
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shaker beige
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golden straw
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gray mirage
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light mocha
natural cream

tudor cream
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white water

cream froth
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stonington gray
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Corev’s color technicians and engineers can
also prepare custom color finishes to match

adobe beige
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virtually any sample or paint color.
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new hope gray

leisure green
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Corevsand 0.75
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giant sequoia

golden tan
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texas rose

allspice

driftscape tan

peach blossom

toffee orange

copper mountain
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norwich brown

339

chelsea gray
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328
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tyer taupe

saybrook sage
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ansonia peach
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autumn gold
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Decorplast

Muralplast
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Silcoplast

Corev textured finish c
greenbrier beige

driftwood
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335

the surface of the finis

lation of dirt and mild
Color samples and textures shown here are intended as
stone harbor
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representations of standard colors and should not be used for
actual project color or texture selection. Samples should be
prepared for approval of color and texture, using the same
materials, tools and techniques to be employed at the jobsite

coventry gray
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Corev textured finish
relating to hardness,

resistance and mildew

on our website for mo

Corev finish coatings

are environmentally friendly, 100% acrylic resin based, factory

mixed, integral color products. Factory-mixed integral color offers significantly improved color
control for projects of all sizes. Corev finishes exhibit superb color stability and consistency. They
are durable, flexible and vapor permeable. Acrylic based finishes have been shown to reduce the

Textured Finish Coatings

incidence of efflorescence when used over stucco substrates.

Corevsand 0.75

Corevsand 1200

Corevsand 1.5

Decorplast

Decorplast 1.6

Decorplast WF

Muralplast

Corevlime

Corev Classic

Silcoplast

Quarry

Sahara

Corev textured finish coatings are DPR (Dirt Pick-up Resistance) synthetic finishes. This means that
the surface of the finish is very hard, non-tacky, and therefore extremely resistant to the accumulation of dirt and mildew.

Corev textured finish coatings have been tested under a variety of ASTM and other standards
relating to hardness, accelerated weathering, humidity resistance, abrasion resistance, chemical
resistance and mildew resistance. See the Product Testing Summary for textured finish coatings
on our website for more information.

Corev America was incorporated in Texas in 1982 to manufacture and market technologically advanced
architectural coatings, primers, adhesives, sealants and exterior wall insulation systems. With international operating experience,
Corev America draws from a wealth of knowledge in construction materials technology, environmental conditions and
applications science. Corev is committed to manufacturing industry standard materials by formulating only with the most
technologically advanced and highest quality components. Corev's research and development team is constantly testing,
adapting and incorporating the latest in-house and industry developments into our products in order to continue to offer
products that are long lasting, high performance, aesthetically appealing and well priced. Corev's product development is purely
customer driven, related to our dedication to keeping our customers ahead of their competition. Visit www.corev.com for
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complete information about Corev America and its products.

Information contained in this bulletin conforms to the
standard detail recommendations and specifications
for the installation of Corev products, is presented in
good faith, and is applicable as of the date of this
document. Corev assumes no liability, expressed or
implied, as to the architec ture, engineering, or
workmanship of any project.

